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Allan Balmain  ����University of California, San Francisco��  

   General comments on Medical Group. The Directors and PIs of the Academic Frontiers Program deserve 

to be commended on their accomplishments over the past 5 years. They have tackled a wide range of important 

problems with the goal of improving human health, and in particular of making an impact on the high mortality 

due to cancer in the human population. There is clear evidence of high productivity with a large series of papers 

and patents emerging from the program. Some of the approaches adopted by the Medical Group are high risk, as 

is completely appropriate for an ambitious program of this kind. In particular, much has been investigated in the 

development of PI Polyamide drugs for the specific targeting of cancers and other diseases. At the beginning of 

this program this reviewer had major doubts as to the likelihood of success using these DNA intercalating drugs, 

mainly due to difficulties in attaining the required specificity and potency for in vivo application. Dr. Nagase and 

colleagues have persevered with this approach, and now have both in vitro and in vivo proof of principle that the 

approach can work. With continued progress and funding of this research, it has the promise to revolutionize the 

treatment of cancer. One of the major difficulties in present approaches to cancer is that many of the genes 

known to be involved in tumor development are not “druggable”, ie they are not amenable to high throughput 

screens for small molecule inhibitors. This class of genes includes transcription factors and protein involved in 

protein-protein interactions for which no clear interacting pocket can be identified. The PI Polyamide approach 

is independent of the biochemical activity of the particular protein targets, opening up a much wider range of 

targets for inhibition in tumor cells. A particular advantage of the strategy the group has developed is the 

possibility for simultaneous targeting of multiple transcription factor binding sites, either in the same gene or in 

genes that are likely to have synergistic activity. The latter approach will benefit from novel approaches to 

network interactions based on proteomic or gene expression network analyses of normal and tumor cells. It is 

already clear that the targeting of any single molecule in cancers will not lead to complete remissions or cures, 

because of the inherent plasticity of tumor cells. Approaches will have to be developed that involve either 

simultaneous or sequential targeting of genes that work in these network in order to avoid the obligator rewiring 

that will undoubtedly take place when single targets are inhibited. The Medical Group is well placed to take 

advantage of these new approaches to combinatorial target identification.  

   Advances in 2011. The program presented at the 2011 meeting described advances made during the 

previous year. These included the further development and characterization of PI Polyamides targeting the Tgfb 

pathway, as well as further studies on N-Myc,and metalloproteases (MMP9). Candidate drugs have also been 

synthesized for an impressive array of additional potential targets. They have also made considerable advances 

in coupling of existing drugs , eg SAHA which is begin used as an HDAC inhibitor, to PI polyamides for 

targeting specific subsets of genes for reactivation in cancers (e.g. Cdkn2a / p16). These studies are very 

promising, and preliminary proof of principle data were presented. However further experiments will be required 

to demonstrate specificity, and in particular to demonstrate in vivo activity of SAHA coupled to the PI 

polyamides. Data were also presented on the development of photodynamic therapy using Iodine conjugated to 

porphyrins. These are also promising but further evidence for in vivo efficacy will be required if these are to be 

developed into clinical candidate drugs.    

   Recommendations. A continuing theme in the studies of PI polyimides was the requirement to continue to 

pursue proof of specificity. The molecules readily enter into cells, but have a wide range of binding sites 

throughout the genome, in spite of targeting to specific (but short)  sequences. Nevertheless, they have evidence 

that the specific genes targeted are among those that are clearly inhibited by treatment. What is lacking is a clear 

assessment of the extent of non-target effects. It would therefore be recommended that they carry out detailed 

transcriptional profiling of cells treated with candidate drugs, as well as CHIP-Seq to demonstrate alteration in 

the binding of the specific transcription factors to their cognate binding sites in the genome. 

   In my view, it would be advisable to focus on drug targets for which the small molecule approach will not 

work, eg for transcription factors or important proteins involved in protein-protein interactions but for which 
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there is no obvious targetable enzyme activity. Examples are Myc (for which the group already has a program in 

place) as well as some of the other transcription factors involved in growth and tumor dissemination. I was less 

enthusiastic about the likelihood of obtaining funding to pursue targets for which the Pharmaceutical industry 

already has small molecule drugs, and that are already well advanced in the clinic. Examples of these include 

TGFB inhibitors and MMP inhibitors. While the studies on these PI Polyamides have provided important 

evidence that the overall approach works, a more focused approach on transcription factors would attract 

stronger interest from the Pharmaceutical industry and potential investors.   

   Overall, the program has made some excellent progress and I hope that the investigators will be able to 

obtain the substantial funding required to enable this very promising program to continue over the next few 

years. 
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